MAKING PROPERTY OWNERSHIP PROFITABLE
NOVEMBER 2018 UPDATE
U.S. PROFESIONALES DE EL SALVADOR, S.A. DE C.V. (“USPES”), and surrogates thereof, are building a
worldwide secure INTRANET using distributed servers that provide capability for remote holographic
storage, remote computing, and remote artificial intelligence.
You are invited to house servers and make owning your property profitable.
If you own property (most anywhere in the world) and have a mortgage to pay, you may refinance with
CUMBRE HOLDINGS, LLC.
If you own property (most anywhere in the world) and do not have a mortgage to pay, you may finance a
mortgage with CUMBRE HOLDINGS, LLC.
For each One Million UNITED STATES DOLLARS in value or portion thereof in mortgage amount, to support
advertising through USPES, so as to qualify for lodging the USPES SERVERS, you would purchase ten
UNIFORM ADVERTISING WEEK SERVICES (“UAWS”, paying $1,000 UNITED STATES DOLLARS each) through
a site that an INDEPENDENT CONTRACTOR that you select to work with may designate.
See http://www.zcash.org/NEWS7004.pdf
You may request to be assigned an INDEPENDENT CONTRACTOR through a TEXAS HOLDINGS, INC
BUSINESS MART CALL CENTER.
To be assigned a CENTER send an email to centerassign@change2100.com
Designate an account (“ACCOUNT”) with FIDES GESTION FINANCIERA, S.A.P.I. DE C.V. (Mexico), NVC
FUND COMMERCIAL TRANSACTION PLATFORM (USA), FT ASSET MANAGEMENT (SWEDEN), or with a
bank that you and your INDEPENDENT CONTRACTOR may select.
Through your INDEPENDENT CONTRACTOR, arrange to accept a USPES SERVER (computer) for each $250
Thousand UNITED STATES DOLLARS, or portion thereof, of the mortgage you obtain with CUMBRE
HOLDINGS, LLC, to be lodged in a location where you will be able to monitor its operation and assure that
it is functioning.
As compensation for your care-taking the USPES SERVERS, your INDEPENDENT CONTRACTOR may
arrange:
1. A payment equal to the cost of the UAWS, plus the difference between the value of your
property and the mortgage amount provided through CUMBRE HOLDINGS, LLC, plus any fees
required for the mortgage, to be deposited into the ACCOUNT.
2. A pre-payment each quarter of twice the amount of your mortgage payment to be deposited
into the ACCOUNT.
The USPES SERVERS will be integrated into the USPES INTRANET.By the way, CUMBRE HOLDINGS, LLC
may arrange financing for any property, through surrogates, even if you cannot qualify for a mortgage!

